
industrial vacuum systems

Product Group
Industrial Vacuum Cleaners 

Sump and 
Swarf Cleaner FS-216

-  extraction of liquids
-  returns the recycled liquid - up to 200 litres/min.
-  empties pits and oil sump trays
-  extracts wet and dry metal chips
-  cleans metal working machines
-  uses two different kinds of energy, three phase electric 
  motor or compressed air ejector (explosion protected)
-  reduces cost and increases working time
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due to the pressure discharge device, a fragile liquid pump is not required. 
Less maintenance, more efficiency.

Innovation from the technology leader:

Separation of metal chips and swarf 
in the sieve basket
choice of sieve baskets with 65 or 100 
liters, perforation 2 mm 
Optional equipment
for 65 litres sieve basket: 200 µm fine sieve 
and for 100 litres sieve basket: filter fleece 
for filtration of liquids
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Safe technology which pays off
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Stainless steel filter 
cartridge, retains 
metal swarf

rubber mat, prevents oil from 
dripping onto the floor

separation lid, 
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